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Electronic Arts Electronic Arts often releases updates and patches for The Sims 4. When this happens, people may experience crashes during the game. Most of the time, however, the Mods are guilty of corruption in the games. Fortunately, there are a few precautions you can take to keep your game
running smoothly. The Sims 4 team does a really great job of informing people about updates. If you follow @TheSims on Twitter, the company will share detailed information after each patch update. The Sims 4 site also owns an entire page for each patch that has been published. Sometimes the
company also releases patches after the new extension so that the information in the new packages can be processed in more detail. Most of the time, however, they target bug fixes and other unintended problems. When EA releases an update to The Sims 4 patch, you must install it. In Windows, Origin
installs updates automatically by default. It indicates that the game needs to be updated, and you need to close the game in order to download the update. After Origin installs the update and restarts the game, the customer notifies you that all mods are disabled. Above all, however, you can prepare for
the Sims 4 update. Preparing to update the patch There are a few things you can do before you even install an update that prevents future crashes or game breakes. Turn off automatic updates If Origin is set to update The Sims 4 automatically and you have mods installed, chances are some errors may
occur. Even if you're in-game, Origin will notify you that the update has been released. If you're playing The Sims 4 and don't want to turn the game off for upgrade, don't worry! If you turn off automatic updates, you can download the updates later. This also allows you to prepare your files. To do this,
select Origin in the upper-left corner of the Origin client, and then click Application Settings. On the App menu, click Automatic Game Updates. The green slider goes gray if automatic updates are turned off. Back up your Sims 4 files Many players use external hard drives to back up games. Copying a
video game folder to an external hard drive is always the safest choice. If the master computer crashes and I have never saved backups elsewhere, the files are likely to disappear forever. An external hard disk resolves this problem. It is good practice to back up files before each patch and at least twice a
month in case your computer's hard disk fails. For this exercise, simply copying the Sims 4 folder to the desktop works. We don't need to make the right plan B, so we'll temporarily move the copy to the page. In Windows 10, the default location for The Sims 4 C:\Electronic Arts\The Sims 4\Mods. Go to the
Mods folder and click and drag the folder to the desktop. EA always disables custom content for each patch update, but in any case, perform this step only as an additional extra This may take some time, no matter how large your Sims 4 folder is. RELATED: What is the point of a wireless hard drive, and
do I need it? Update The Sims in 4 Origin Now is the time to download and install the update. After moving the mods folder to the desktop, go to the Origin app, right-click The Sims 4, and then click Update. What to do after the patch update After the patch update is installed, it is good practice to launch
The Sims 4, where mods are disabled. Wait after this step to move the Modit folder from the desktop back to the Sims 4 folder. Launch Sims 4. When a Sims 4 customer reports that custom content is disabled, click OK; We will reintroduce this later. Play with different game features to make sure
everything works properly, and then close the game without saving. Important: If you save the game before moving the Mods folder back, some content may be removed from the saved game. Later, after you move the Mods folder back to The Sims 4 folder, households may be broken or may not load
correctly. Some Sims may also lack custom content, such as hair and clothing. If this happens, you may need to download individually to every Sims household that lacks content. The Create Sim screen does not automatically load what Sims were previously wearing, nor does it load missing items from
batches. To fix broken households, launch the saved game, and then select Manage Households in the upper-right corner of the world menu. Click the household you want to edit, and then click the Pen icon (Edit, add, or remove Sims from the household when creating a Sim appears.) You're going to
have to re-dress all your broken Sims. You can either overwrite or reuse the custom content that is missing to re-download the game. You can avoid this altogether if you close the client without saving while you test the new patch. The Sims 4 folder automatically creates a new Modit folder after the game
is closed. The Resource.cfg file is the only thing in this folder. You must delete this recreated folder before moving the original Mods folder from the desktop back to the Sims 4 folder. Updating Mods Most larger mods, such as the MC Command Center created by Deaderpool, require updated files that
need to be downloaded after each EA patch update. If you're on the script's own Discord channel, each release will be announced and will redirect you to a recently uploaded file. Users of other mods report updates on their websites or social media accounts. In some cases, you can also visit the mod
page again to see if the creator has released an updated version. However, it can be especially tricky if you can't remember where you originally found the mod. Most modes have: in-game preview of the creator. Most creators also include their names in the .package file that you can find in your Mods
folder. If the Sims 4 customer has no indication of who the creator is, there is, must be surrendered and removed from the mod. If you find custom content online, you can take some steps. Mod downloaded pages always have the creator's name and (usually) contact information. You can usually send a
message to the creator asking about recent updates — just remember to include the game version number and screenshots of the errors you encounter. You can find the version number in the lower-left corner of the Main Menu or in the Folder of The Sims 4 (just find the Game Version text file).
Deaderpool, the author of the MC Command Center, also maintains a Mods News channel on discord that tells you about many mod updates. Of course, this doesn't cover every mod, but it's a good place to start if you're hunting for updates for broken content. The community is also really helpful – you
can use the MCCC Discord channel to ask any mod-related questions you might have. If you encounter a mod that no longer works and are looking for alternatives, the Deaderpool channel may be able to recommend related mods that are maintained more actively. At first, this can seem complicated. But
the most important thing to remember is that you always back up your game folder somewhere besides the primary drive. Ideally, it should be located somewhere outside the main computer, such as an external hard drive, USB device or online file service such as Dropbox. It's better to be prepared in
case something goes wrong. (Pocket-lint) - As the Sims brand is still present on the UK PC chart, it not only disappears, but is it entitled to be called the most popular game of all time and more up to that point, is the latest version good? We've been immersed in the game for a while now and finally come
forward to write this review. EA (as predicted) stuck to a reliable game formula and for the most part The Sims 2 brings back all the old elements, but this time the sport greatly improved graphics. You can now see more details, get much closer to the action and design signs more than ever before. In the
past, you can make your own characters, but now you can basically design any face you want - it's really possible to make a photofit-style model. We made James Bond and moved him to a little bachelor box. There are now several districts to choose from, and they are bigger and more diverse than
before. Many of the previous expansion elements are included in the basic game - for example, you can throw a home party, go to the city and so on. The Sims community is huge, so sign up online, and you'll find plenty of other good and extras. The biggest real change in Sims 2 is the inclusion of
aspirations and aspirations. In addition to blessing after basic needs (energy, hunger, social life, and so on), you now have a host of other aspirations and fears. You have another control panel where you can look at what your Sim wants - it can be getting body skill or ghosting These add points to the
scale and several There are also fears, and when you develop a relationship with another Sim, you may fear that your girl will refuse a back massage or even die. This adds another interesting dimension to the game, which means there's more to do than go to work and try to get your foot over. There is
also a more specific aging structure, from baby to pensioners. This means you're facing teenagers like James Bond has discovered he's a danger. After putting in the difficult yards to make friends with this beautiful young thing, he then discovered that friendship was all that was going to be. There are also
small ones in game decisions - you might get a pop-up that causes a moral dilemma, and you have to choose what you do. The list of features goes on and on, but there is one important point - this game moves more dynamically by itself than the old one. Prepare, Call of Duty callers - excuses are
coming! No, no, no. What's wrong with that? It seems to be pushing its graphic sewer. Playing the game with its minimum requirements doesn't give you a very satisfying experience - especially if you go to a busy mall. Download times are also quite slow, which was also a complaint about the first version.
There have also been complaints about the installation process, such as if you install it in one xp user profile, other users cannot play it. EA has now released a patch to resolve this and quite other issues. Verdict Of course I write this about bias - I like the game. If you were the first player, then throw in
the towel and get the second one, it's a whole new experience and worth starting from scratch. For those running, have found an insane game as boring as dishwashing water, this version won't beat you. There are many magical moments in this game, even as a devoted FPS fan, I still enjoy the sim life
classes I have. Written by Stuart Miles. Km.
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